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Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To obtain a full time position that utilizes my skill set and allows me to exhibit my training and 
experience, while working towards the overall goal of the company. Working closely with Apparel 
Design manager and team to create consistent story-telling across leagues and brands. 
Collaborating with cross-functional teams including Graphic Design, Product Development, 
Sourcing and Merchandising on complete product strategy to meet financial targets.

SKILLS

Graphic Design, Sculpture, Molding, Casting, Toy Creation.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Apparel Designer
ABC Corporation  September 1991 – February 1991 
 Contributed in designing a product line.
 Tracked a design schedule to ensure a timely completion following the predetermined product

development calendar.
 Stayed current with industry trends through online research, shopping competitor brands and 

reading product periodicals.
 Partnered with material sourcing to develop innovative fabrications.
 Created and communicated visual presentations.
 Partnered with developers to create innovative products that fit our consumers appropriately.
 Worked knowledge of formulating color palettes.

Apparel Designer
Delta Corporation  1989 – 1991 
 Communicate / follow up with overseas offices regarding product in season  includes 

maintaining and sending updated tech packs Mens button down .
 Designer and developer through BOM tech packs for SMU apparel, creating production art 

graphics in AI Negotiating cost sheets working on excel for .
 Private label apparel designer for Billabong, RVCA, Tillys and other action sports brands 

Setting tone for color and design including; woven tops, .
 Managing merchandise boards, colors and modifying sketches for mens snow, surf and 

accessories lines Created merchandising boards for line .
 Bringing cohesive design ideas to concept threw seasonal research of color and styles 

Coordinated with development, marketing and creative director .
 Apparel designer for button down woven, polo and bottoms Creating design and graphics for 

mens golf assortment Collected inspiration and color for .
 Designed and modified photoshop prints for fabric production and development including 

repeat patterns Created line lists and color way boards for .

EDUCATION

BS In Fashion Promotion
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